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editorial

A SMARTER
APPROACH
By 2050, about 9.5 billion
people will populate the planet.
More people means more
pressure on resources, which
are far from unlimited.
This issue of Response
is dedicated to resource
optimisation. The current reality
calls for new ways of utilising,
prioritising and optimising resources more intelligently,
so we can make the most of what we have and secure
the needs of future generations. Our desire is to discuss
how we can approach resource scarcity as a global
megatrend by bringing smart, efficient and sustainable
solutions to the table. And by sustainable, we mean
environmentally, economically and socially.

Sustainable transition
Take the energy sector, for instance. The global
ambition is to reduce the use of fossil fuels significantly
by replacing them with renewable energy sources.
In 2011, however, only 19% of the world’s energy
consumption came from renewables. When we reach
2050, renewables are expected to account for less than
40% of energy consumption.
These numbers drive home the fact that we are
in a time of transition that will keep us reliant on a
combination of fossil fuels and renewables for decades
to come. Consequently, we must take a balanced
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The vision of a fossil-free society is the guiding star
of the green transition. Meanwhile, with renewables
accounting for one-fifth of global energy consumption,
fossil fuels will remain a vital part of our energy mix
in the coming decades. Striking the right balance
is a matter of combining renewables with fossil
fuels in smart and efficient ways.
By Morten Lund & Jesper Toft Madsen

The
necessary
balance

T

he ambition remains clear: The
green transition should ultimately
lead to a fossil-free society
that utilises its resources in the
most sustainable manner. However, our
current consumption of energy resources
demonstrates that this vision is still
decades away from becoming reality.
In 2011, renewables accounted for 19%
of global energy consumption. Looking
to 2050, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) predicts that at best renewables
will gain a 40% share of total energy consumption. In short, we are in the midst of
a slow transition.
“Unquestionably, our ambition to become a fossil-free society should remain
firm, but we also need to reach our goals
in a smart, responsible way. At this stage,
we have to adopt a balanced energy
strategy that combines fossil fuels and renewables as sustainably as possible,” says
Søren Holm Johansen, Group Executive
Director for Markets and Global Practices
at Ramboll.

The energy trilemma
Both the political ambition and the actual
outlook for future energy consumption
point towards the need for a balanced
energy supply. In Europe, the globe’s
most progressive continent within renewable energy, the EU Commission has
proposed a 2030 climate and energy plan
that aims for 27% of total EU energy consumption to come from renewables.
Meanwhile, energy demands are
mounting in step with the industrialisation of developing countries. According
to World Energy Outlook (WEO) 2013,
energy consumption will increase by onethird between 2011 and 2035. Developing
countries alone account for more than
90% of the growth.
“Security, sustainability, and economic
prosperity – this is the classic ‘energy
trilemma’ that we face. WEO-2013 highlights the importance of taking advantage of potential efficiency gains in order
to maintain competitiveness,” said Maria
van der Hoeven, Executive Director, IEA,
at the launch of World Energy Outlook
2013 in London.
“Energy efficiency will be essential
to getting that balance right – and I am

5
Aasta Hansteen platform in
the Norwegian Sea secures future
energy supply to Europe.
Photo: Statoil

Four of the world’s largest solar heating plants
are being built in the south of Denmark.

Trans-Saharan Gas Pipeline will
be a main gas transmission
pipeline from Nigeria to
Béni Saf in Algeria.

Avedøre Power Station, one of
the facilities connected to the
Copenhagen district heating
network.
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Responsible utilisation
of oil reserves

W

ith current oil reserves
OIL
amounting to around about
another half century of global
production, there is an immediate need
for making the most of our precious oil
resource.
Yet at the same time we need to make sure that
the oil is extracted in the most sustainable way
without risking damage to the fragile
environments and ecosystems around the oil fields,
for instance in the Arctic region.
According to John Sørensen, Managing
Director of Ramboll Oil & Gas, sustainability is a
key priority for the offshore industry, as growing
energy consumption in the coming decades will
continue to raise global demands for oil and gas.
The sector is well aware of its responsibility on all
fronts, whether when optimising existing fields,
developing new ones or transporting oil and gas
without undue impact, he says.
“Like everyone else in the industry, we are
committed to minimising all emissions and
environmental risks. And the industry as a whole
has become far better at it.” John Sørensen says.
The International Energy Agency predicts that
by 2030, only 30 to 35% of the oil underground
will be produced according to present methods
and technologies.
New technologies could help to diminish the
carbon footprint of the oil production, for instance
by implementing flare gas recovery systems to
reduce the CO2-emissions from flaring. But doubts
remain about the economic sustainability of these
future technologies.

pleased to say that it has become a focal point of
energy policies. As we have emphasised in the WEO series in 2013, there are pragmatic strategies that governments and industry can pursue that both reduce energy
use and emissions and are either GDP-neutral or positive
for economic growth.”

The global energy mix
While a fossil-free society is still an unrealistic scenario
in the immediate future, how do we ensure that the
transition proceeds intelligently, sustainably and responsibly? The global energy mix consists of a wide range
of renewables and fossil fuels, including wind, biomass,

BIOMASS

#4
Biomass
(Heat, power and transport):
Biomass is the world’s
fourth-largest source of
energy. It is primarily used for
heating, with only 4.5 EJ used
for electricity generation and
biofuels, respectively.

OIL

25%
Oil
Global oil reserves are almost
60% larger today than 20
years ago, and production of
oil has gone up by 25%.

solar energy, hydropower, geothermal energy and hydrocarbons like oil, shale gas and other natural gas.
Transport is one sector where fossil fuels will be indispensable for years to come. Bioethanol and other biofuels have been regarded as a means of diminishing the
carbon footprint left by road transport, yet biofuels only
account for around 3% of global road transport fuels.
According to an IEA roadmap, biofuels have the
potential to power a transport transition by supplying
27% of the world’s transport fuel by 2050, but
meeting that target would require around one million
square kilometres of land – an area the size of Canada.
Moreover, using so much land for biofuel crops would
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Bringing the first
offshore wind farm
to the US

C

WINDPOWER

283GW
Wind Power
Global capacity
in 2012.

SOLAR

90%
Solar thermal heating
and cooling
Two regions, China and
Europe, account for approx.
90% of the world market.

put heavy pressure on food crops to feed 9.5 billion
people by 2050.
Neither is the most polluting of all energy sources,
coal, likely to lose its energy status any time soon. Coal
consumption in OECD countries will decrease by 0.2%,
but consumption in non-OECD countries will keep rising
at an average annual rate of 1.8%, an amount that more
than offsets the OECD decrease.

District heating and cooling can transform cities
There are ways of using less coal. One solution is to
replace individual heating and cooling systems with
district heating and cooling – local grids fuelled, for

urrently, offshore wind makes no
WINDPOWER
contribution to US electricity supply, but with 26 states enjoying plentiful
winds off their coastlines, the potential
for clean electricity generated by offshore windmills is enormous in the US.
A 2011 report from National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, for instance, concluded that further
development of US offshore wind resources could
contribute to the country getting 20% of its
electricity from wind by 2030.
In 2011 the Obama administration also outlined
a national strategy of deploying 54 gigawatts of
offshore wind by 2030, citing that offshore wind
energy could contribute to lowering the levels of
greenhouse gas emissions, diversifying the energy
supply and supplying cost-competitive electricity
to key coastal regions.

Hurricane-resistant
On the way to those 54 GW is Cape Wind, the first
approved offshore wind farm in the US waters.
Located off the coast of famous recreational areas
Cape Cod and Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts,
Cape Wind’s 130 turbines will generate a total capacity of 468 megawatts.
An annual production on that scale could supply
500,000 households with zero pollution electricity,
or roughly 75% of the electricity used on Cape Cod
and the islands of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket with zero pollution emissions.
From a design point of view, Cape Cod is also a
pioneering location for offshore wind turbines, as
the foundations must be designed to withstand the
impact of hurricanes, frequent visitors to the US
northeastern seaboard. It will be the first time that
windmills are built with hurricane-proof design.

instance, by a combination of natural gas and renewable
energy sources.
This combination is being used in the Chicago
Lakeside project, intended to turn nearly 2.5 square kilometres of Chicago’s Southeast lakefront into an innovative model for green, 21st-century living, based on nextgeneration infrastructure, architecture and technology.
Ramboll has contributed with a design concept for
Chicago with a minimal use of fossil energy, little use of
water and a minimum of waste disposal. The masterplan
will help shape a liveable city where residents can enjoy
sustainable cooling, heating and electricity and invest in
energy from local wind turbines.
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90%

90%

of stormwater to be
infiltrated and
directed
to Lake Michigan

reduction
in fossil
energy use

60%
reduction in
potable
water use

The Chicago Lakeside project is taking sustainability-focused urban
development in the US to new levels. Ramboll has developed
concepts for district heating and cooling, waste and water.

SOLAR

100GW
Solar Photo Voltaics (PV)
Global capacity in 2012:
100 GW.

“Chicago Lakeside is a relevant example of the need to
emphasise sustainable systems rather than individual
solutions. For the past 20 years, we have become better
at finding sustainable solutions from an environmental
point of view, but we could be even better at making
them sustainable from an energy point of view as well,”
says Lars Erik Høgenhaven Larsen, Director of Ramboll
Energy Systems.

NATURAL
GAS

193trillion M

3

Natural Gas
According to the US Energy
Information Administration,
global reserves of natural gas
amounted to approx. 193
trillion cubic meters in 2013.

The socioeconomic side of sustainability
Sustainability is not strictly about environmental
concerns. The need for a balanced approach to our
global energy supply is also rooted in our limited economic resources and societal considerations.
“To keep up the pace of the green transition, we also
need to look at what is economically sustainable and socially responsible. And pushing through a green agenda
too fast is neither. Therefore, we have to be pragmatic
and realistic in our approach,” stresses Søren Holm
Johansen.
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Solar:
an easy resource

A

1%

Waste efficiency
systems to reduce landfill
to 1% of total waste

THERMAL
ENERGY

232TWH
Thermal Energy
(Heat & Electricity)
Total production in 2012: 805
PJ equaling 232 TWH

The German example provides a case in point. Germany,
birthplace of energy-neutral passive houses and the
largest producer of photovoltaic electricity in the world,
has embarked on a journey to replace coal and nuclear
energy with wind and solar energy. But the journey
comes at a price.
Subsidy costs are estimated at EUR 20 billion a year,
a sum that German consumers pay for via their energy
bills. As a result, German energy prices have soared by
an inflation-adjusted 80% since 2000.

s long as three basic conditions
SOLAR
exist, solar heat is – just like wind
power – an almost inexhaustible
energy source.
A fair amount of sun, a reasonable
demand for average temperature heating and
a flexible energy system that allows room for
solar thermal heating, makes solar heat a nonsubsidised, commercially competitive alternative
to fossil fuels. It can save entire villages 30-50% of
fossil fuel consumption annually if combined with
district heating
“It is for sure one of the easiest renewable
technologies at our disposal, but these basic
conditions need to be in order,” says Flemming
Ulbjerg, solar energy specialist at Ramboll.
Denmark, with its long history of using district
heating, is a prime example of how solar energy
can be used to supply entire cities with zero emission district heating.
Three of the world’s biggest solar heating plants
are currently being built in the south of Denmark.
When completed in 2015, they will be connected to
local district heating grids or networks and supply
residents with heat 15-20% cheaper than today.

Chilean mines enjoy the desert sun
In one of the most remote and driest places on
earth the Atacama Desert in Chile, a 39,000 m2
solar heat facility, the biggest of its kind, has taken
over from traditional diesel fuel and now supplies
85% of the process heat for the Gaby copper mine.
The solar heat helps to save an average of 20,000
litres of diesel a day.
The Chilean example of using solar energy for
industrial process heat could easily be copied in
other mining nations like Mexico and Australia.

On the upside, Germany has shown that a green transition is indeed possible. According to a 2013 report
from the European Environmental Agency on progress
towards Europe’s 2020 climate and energy targets,
Germany – alongside Denmark, France and Bulgaria – is
among the only EU member states credited with making
real headway in reducing energy consumption.
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The energy potential
of Shale gas

S

hale gas has already revolutionised the US energy
sector and is rapidly becoming a game changer
on global energy markets as well.
The massive exploration of shale gas resources
in the US has catapulted the country into being the
world’s top oil supplier, surpassing even Saudi Arabia.
BP now expects the US to become a net exporter of
energy as early as 2018.
On a global scale, shale gas has captured market
shares from coal, the most polluting energy source,
a development with the potential to bring more gas
into an energy system still heavily dependent on fossil
fuels. Like any other natural gas, shale gas emits 50%
less carbon than coal, making it the greenest of the
fossil fuels.
Whether this potential is realised also depends on
policy-makers. For instance, doubts have been raised
about the environmental hazards of hydraulic fracturing, also known as fracking.

SHALE
GAS

50%
Shale Gas
Like any other natural gas
source, shale gas emits 50%
less C02 than coal when
burned.

HYDROPOWER

52%
Hydro Power
China, Brazil, US, Canada, and
Russia account together for
52% of total installed capacity.

Source: The International Energy Agency (IEA)

Could prolong self-sufficiency
SHALE
GAS
In Europe, only the UK and Poland have
given the final green light for shale gas
exploration. However, with North Sea oil
and gas production declining and renewables still nowhere near to closing the gap, Denmark is currently
investigating potential reserves in the subsoil.
“I think that shale gas could be a relevant energy
source in the future Danish energy mix. We have the
opinion that the development and exploration of
shale gas shall happen in the safest and most sustainable way and that we should treat it with the same
respect as traditional oil and natural gas,” says John
Sørensen, Managing Director of Ramboll Oil & Gas.
Ramboll has conducted environmental studies
connected with an upcoming test drilling recently
approved by the local town council of Frederikshavn.
Under Danish law, further environmental studies must
be carried out before additional drilling can take
place.
Danish reserves could range anywhere from zero
to several hundred billion cubic meters. If the latter is
the case, shale gas could prolong Denmark’s standing
as a country self-sufficient in natural gas.
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Three reasons why
CHP plants can push
for green pole position
expert column

Without wind, the majestic wind turbine cannot turn.
Though not as iconic – and certainly less aesthetically
pleasing, combined heat and power plants (CHP)
represent a reliable alternative that can become an
efficient frontrunner in the conversion to sustainable
energy production.
By Preben V. Messerschmidt, Project Director, Ramboll Energy

Dramatically lower carbon emissions. Cheaper and quicker
rebuilding of existing plants.
And security of power supply.
The potential of converting CHP
energy production to biomass is
often overlooked. Needless to say,
the wind does not always blow,
and bioconversion represents a viable choice, holding
obvious benefits in the quest for a reliable alternative to
wind and solar energy.
Since the oil crises of the 1970s, the Danish energy
industry has been refining technologies to ensure a
diverse, sustainable energy supply. From oil to coal,
from coal to natural gas and from gas to biomass. In
just a few decades, the current carbon emission crisis
has replaced the former global oil crises, compelling us
to find new ways of using energy intelligently and thus
sustainably. The Danish CHP plants using wood pellets
are among the world’s most efficient and thus a source
of inspiration. Here are three reasons why:

1

90% reduction in carbon footprint
Replacing coal and natural gas with wood pellets can
reduce carbon emissions at a CHP plant by up to 90%.
The most advanced Danish wood-based plants boast an
energy utilisation factor of 92%. Old coal-fired plants,
e.g. in the UK, usually utilise only 35-40% of their energy
consumption to generate power.

2

Cheaper and faster conversion
In the UK, establishing a new thermal power plant
typically costs about EUR 700 million. Modernising and
refurbishing an existing plant costs just under EUR 150

million. Moreover, an existing plant takes about two
years to refurbish, whereas a new plant takes four to five
years to construct.

3

Energy security
The benefits for society are substantial.
Roughly 30 Danish CHP plants produce energy for 3.4
million people, making the plants pivotal in securing a
balanced future energy supply.
Although the relatively slow growth rate of timber forces
many countries to source this commodity from abroad,
wood remains an important resource in the drive to
establish flexible, sustainable and yet reliable heat and
power generation. Biomass currently represents 13% of
Denmark’s total energy production and, as such, is a
key to making Denmark fossil-fuel-free by 2050. Other
countries have yet to set a similar level of ambition, but
bioconversion schemes are on their way in the UK and
Holland. Achieving a leading position in a relatively immature market is costly, however. Success will depend
on political commitment, the right legal framework and
subsidies that underpin the efforts to gain a green pole
position.

Preben V. Messerschmidt has 25 years’
experience in power and CHP plant operation
and engineering in Denmark and the UK. He is
currently involved in the world’s largest wood
pellet import terminal project in Immingham,
England.
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Call for action:
Cities stepping up
The UN and nation states are taking
the lead in tackling climate change and
resource scarcity, but they cannot carry
the burden alone. Cities are stepping up to
support the cross-national efforts as the
pivotal COP21 in Paris approaches.
By Morten Lund & Jesper Toft Madsen

»T

here is no way around
becoming more resource
efficient in minimising the
damages of climate change
as well as being more competitive in a
world with a growing population and
increased pressure on resources.«
Connie Hedegaard, EU’s outgoing
Climate Action Commissioner, nails the
issue. But who can step up to the challenge? The battle against climate change
and resource scarcity is a struggle that
no country can overcome on its own.
By 2030 six out of every ten people
on earth will be living in urban areas.
This makes the world's major cities, each
dealing with different challenges, a good
place to start.

13

Hafencity in Hamburg
– European Green Capital 2011.
Visualisation: Christian Spahrbier.

Motors were banned from the Avon Gorge in
Bristol, England on June 20, 2010. Only cyclists
had access as part of National Bike Week.

Cities: part of the
problem – and the solution
According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), cities
accounted for 32% of global final energy
use and 19% of all greenhouse gas emissions in 2010. This makes cities a big part
of the problem – but also a potentially
vital part of the solution.
“Cities are home to the more than half
of all people on the planet, and account
for 70% of global CO2 emissions, so it
is impossible to tackle climate change
without changing the way that cities
function,” says Mark Watts, Executive
Director for C40 Cities Climate
Leadership Group, a network of the
world’s megacities taking action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Connie Hedegaard, EU's outgoing
Climate Action Commissioner.

“There is no way around
becoming more resource
efficient in minimising the
damages of climate change
as well as being more competitive in a world
with a growing population and increased
pressure on resources.”
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Bristol:
Green economy
innovator

T

raffic-free Sundays and a city centre bustling
with street performers and artists. A higher
number of cyclists than Birmingham and
Manchester combined. And among the first in the
UK to invest in wind energy.
Bristol, England’s sixth most populous urban
area, has already gone to great lengths to become
an exemplary medium-sized city. Acclaimed for
injecting a sense of fun into environmental causes
and being a green economy innovator, the city has
been named the European Green Capital 2015.
In return, the city government has committed
to investing GBP 400 million in transport schemes
by 2015 and up to GBP 300 million on energy
efficiency and renewables by 2020. In turn, these
heavy investments are expected to create 17,000
new jobs by 2030.

Local resilience officer
Similarly, Bristol was one of only five European
cities invited to join the first wave of 32 cities in
the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities, a
programme aimed at future-proofing a variety of
cities against climate change and resource scarcity.
Each city government appointed to the
programme will receive direct support, most
notably via a chief resilience officer employed by
the foundation to carry out local resilience
strategies and initiatives.
Bristol's Mayor George Ferguson, one of the
few elected mayors in the country, has already
supported 20-mph speed limits and residential
parking restrictions. Now he wants to make better
infrastructure and fewer cars on the roads a key
focus of Bristol’s efforts to be even greener.

“The best city leaders have seen that the things that
cut emissions also improve quality of life. For example:
compact, dense city design where people can live near
to the major amenities rather than suburban sprawl;
making it easier, cheaper and safer to walk, cycle and
take public transport rather than drive; more parks and
green spaces; reducing waste, or providing better
insulated buildings,” he explains.
More energy-efficient technologies, system infrastructure efficiency and better use of renewable energy could
help to stabilise or even reduce energy use in buildings
by 2050, according to the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment
Report (AR5) from 2013.

Copenhagen’s elevated bike lane, The Bicycle Snake, connects
the highway and the harbour. Ramboll has worked closely
with architects from Dissing+Weitling on the project.
Photo: Dissing+Weitling

Spurring optimism
In the wake of the AR5 report, next year’s climate
summit, the COP21 in Paris, is currently generating
more optimistic buzz than previous summits. The UN
member countries are signalling that COP21 could be
the birthplace of a genuinely binding international
climate agreement.
The good vibrations are reinforced by the fact that
many of the world’s major cities already seem to be stepping up to the challenge, clearly demonstrating that cities
could be the main drivers behind the green transition.
“Cities often actually seem to have more drive than
nation states. The City of Copenhagen collaborates with
a number of other cities around the world, and we frequently see them setting more ambitious climate goals
than their nation states do. This is important, because
we really consider these cities as drivers for change,”
says Lykke Leonardsen, Head of Climate Unit in
Copenhagen, the European Green Capital 2014 and a
member of the prestigious climate club Delta Cities.
Mobilising joint effort
City networks like Delta Cities and the C40 network
are examples of urban alliances created to fight climate
changes.
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Hamburg:
Turning almost half
the city green

H

amburg, the 2011 European Green Capital, has
embarked on an ambitious journey to supply
its 1.8 million citizens with 70 square kilometres of
interlinked green spaces. Twenty years from now,
cars should have ceased to be a must-have in
Germany’s second-largest city.
Imagine 70 square kilometres of uninterrupted
parkland winding through the old Hanseatic city
of Hamburg, stretching from the city centre to
its outskirts and connecting parks, playgrounds,
gardens and cemeteries with a network of green
paths. The icing on this green cake will be a threekilometre-long, 30-metre-wide pedestrian and bike
boulevard, replacing what is currently one of the
city’s major freeways and traffic hubs.
This vision could very well become reality in
20 years, if Hamburg’s ambitious plan for a green,
cross-city network covering 40% of the cityscape
gains momentum. Add that to an already comprehensive list of urban development projects, and the
recipe for improving transport, climate resilience
and the quality of life is close to complete.

About 100 Resilient Cities
100 Resilient Cities, founded and financially supported
by the Rockefeller Foundation, is dedicated to helping
cities around the world become more resilient to physical,
social and economic challenges. Not just the shocks –
earthquakes, fires, floods, etc. – but also the stresses of e.g.
high unemployment; inefficient public transport; endemic
violence; or chronic food and water shortages.
So far, 32 cities have been selected to join the programme,
including Glasgow, San Francisco and Melbourne.
The next 33 cities will be announced late 2014.

Another is the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient
Cities challenge, an initiative launched in 2013 to enable
100 chosen cities around the globe to better address the
increasing “shocks and stresses of the 21st century.”
Cities like Bristol in the UK, Bangkok in Thailand and
New Orleans in the US are among the urban areas
enlisted for first-round participation.
On the local city level, New York City recently
announced a USD 20-billion plan to better prepare the
megacity for rising sea levels and hotter summers.

Largest urban development project in Europe
A partnership programme named ‘Enterprise for
Resource Protection’ encourages businesses to
voluntarily invest in energy and resource efficiency.
For each €1 local government invests, participating
firms contribute with €10. More than 1000 projects
have been completed, and the programme has
generated €146 million in private investments,
saving 134,000 tonnes of CO2 every year.
Hamburg’s urban landscape has been undergoing massive changes. This includes HafenCity
Hamburg, Europe’s largest city development
project, which will transform 2.2 square kilometres
of former industrial land into offices, hotels and
residential buildings.
Across the river from HafenCity, the residential
area of Wilhemsburg with its 50,000 residents
from 27 countries is also getting the green
treatment. The construction of socially conscious
buildings and a more efficient infrastructure are
among the key initiatives aimed at improving the
quality of life.
Hamburg’s proximity to the Elbe River makes
the city one of Europe’s busiest ports, and port
pollution is therefore a major issue. To address
this problem, the city is now deploying so-called
container taxis to run between the city’s terminals,
each trip of which eliminates the need for 60 truck
runs from point to point on land.
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q&a

C40: Cities
can move quicker
In this Q&A, Mark Watts,
Executive Director for C40
Cities Climate Leadership
Group, presents his view
on the role of the world’s
megacities in the green
transition.

1

What is it that cities can do better than others
when tackling the global resource and climate
challenge?
Cities are showing leadership in the global fight
against climate change for two main reasons.
First, city leaders tend to be closer to the actual
delivery of services than national governments, allowing them to move quickly to implement bold environmentally and financially viable solutions.
Second, cities have demonstrated much greater
willingness to collaborate with and learn from each
other, something that C40 helps to facilitate through
our city networks.
For example, as our recent research – Climate Action in Megacities 2.0 – set out, as recently as 2011,
only 13 C40 cities had implemented bus rapid transit
schemes (which make it cheap and fast to travel by
public transport, rather than more polluting cars).
Just two years later when we conducted our survey,
and after much sharing of best practice, 29 C40 cities
were delivering bus rapid transit schemes.

About C40
C40 is a global network of large cities taking action to
address climate change by developing and implementing
policies and programs that generate measurable reductions
in both greenhouse gas emissions and climate risks.
The network was created in 2005 by former Mayor of
London Ken Livingstone, and forged a partnership in
2006 with the Cities Program of President Clinton’s
Climate Initiative (CCI) started by the Clinton Foundation.
The network has a list of partners and funders, including
Bloomberg Philanthropies, Realdania and the World Bank.
Among the 69 affiliated cities are New York, Singapore
and Copenhagen.

2

Where do you see the biggest potential
in optimising resources in a city context?
In the short term, the biggest potential is improving
the energy efficiency of buildings, so that they waste
less heat in cold climate and are easier to keep cool
in hotter cities. ‘Retrofitting’ buildings to achieve this,
or using building codes to ensure that new buildings
meet high standards, saves citizens money off their
energy bills and releases capital for investment in
other infrastructure.
But in the longer term, cities will only become
sustainable if they get planning and transport right.
The successful, low carbon cities of the future will be
dense and compact and offer a high degree of mobility based on walking, cycling and mass transit.

3

Is it realistic that cities can carry the
weight of the world?
City leaders have certainly proved better at working together to tackle major global issues than their
counterparts in national government. Mayors do compete also, but rather than confronting each other with
armies or tariffs, it is to improve the infrastructure and
quality of life in their city, so as to attract investment
and the brightest people in what is an increasingly
mobile world.
So cities can’t carry the entire weight of the world
as far as tackling climate change is concerned. But
they may be the best of hope of getting greenhouse
gas emissions on a downwards trajectory in the next
few years – as the world’s scientists have unequivocally
demonstrated is necessary. And hopefully that will
buy enough time for the necessary inter-governmental
climate deal to emerge.
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Reduce
cooling costs
with green
roofs
20,000
plants

The Chicago City Hall
Green Roof was retrofitted
with 20,000 plants of more
than 150 varieties native
to the Chicago region.

A heat wave in 1995 caused over
700 deaths in Chicago, spurring
the city to champion the so-called
“Urban Heat Island Initiative Pilot
Project”, aiming to help cities
mitigate the heat generated by
urbanisation.
Reducing the Chicago heat while
also keeping cooling costs down
has been a major challenge, but
the City of Chicago has found an
innovative solution in rooftop gardens – a green solution to lowering
both temperatures and utility bills.

An example to follow
Starting with the Chicago City Hall,
the city has decided to create a
system of green roofs designed to
bring down the temperature. Conceived as a demonstration project,

the Chicago City Hall Green Roof
has sparked the city’s green roof
movement and become a flagship
for a green roof revolution. Since
the first waterproofing and root
barrier layers were installed on the
city hall’s 2,000-m2 existing roof
structure, the city has seen over
one million square metres of green
roofs materialise.

Reducing temperatures by 30°C
Data on the Chicago City Hall
Green Roof initiative show that
it has reduced summer surface
temperatures by 30°C, decreased
stormwater runoff by 60% and
saved the city an estimated USD
75,000 in cooling costs.
The total cooling effect from
evapotranspiration (the sum of

surface evaporation and plant
transpiration) produced by the
City Hall Green Roof amounts to
730% of that needed to eliminate
the cooling load of the roof.
The surplus cooling effect available for the surrounding microclimate can reduce cooling costs
in buildings downwind of the city
hall.
These results have made the Chicago City Hall Green Roof a driver
for change, and in 2011 almost five
million square metres of green
rooftops were installed in North
America.
Source: Gerhard Hauber, Landscape
Architect, Atelier Dreiseitl, member of
the Ramboll Group.
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Gaining
access to
Arctic
resources
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INFRASTRUCTURE

A fast-growing demand for iron ore in the world
market has sparked the search for untapped iron
ore deposits in the Nordic region. The quality
of iron ore is high there, but infrastructure has
limited the potential so far. Could public-private
partnerships be a sustainable financial model?
By Jesper With & Sarah Katz

H

ow to finance better transport access for
iron ore in Sweden, Norway and Finland is
a hot topic in the Arctic region. Politicians,
authorities and companies are all aware that
if world demand for the top-quality iron ore available in
the Arctic continues, the region’s infrastructure will have
to be improved.
“This will cost an estimated EUR 1.3 to 4 billion.
That’s a huge sum, but the value of extracting these
rich national resources is also very high,” says Nils Arne
Johnsen, Arctic Director, Ramboll.
The magnetite ore found in the Scandinavian Arctic
contains a naturally high concentration of iron. As such,
it produces more raw steel per tonne than hematite, the
ore type found in places like Brazil.
“Scandinavian iron ore is a high quality product. Using
it gives a company a greener CSR report and a cleaner
carbon footprint than using iron ore from elsewhere on
the planet,” Nils Arne Johnsen explains.

Joint regional initiative works
for better infrastructure
Expecting demand in iron ore to boom, Sweden, Finland
and Norway have partnered with Russia in developing
the Joint Barents Transport Plan, an initiative aimed to
pave the way for an efficient infrastructural setup.
“The countries have agreed to identify certain road
and rail corridors across the vast region. These will need
to be developed in anticipation of the surge in mining
activities,” says Torbjørn Naimak, Regional Director of
the Norwegian Public Roads Administration, and, until
recently, Head of the Joint Barents Transport Plan.

Christer Wikberg, Senior Director,
North Division, Ramboll.

“Our work is aimed at
creating a sustainable
means of mining iron
ore and transporting it over long
distances with as little impact on
people and the environment as
possible.”
Joint Barents Transport Plan
The Joint Barents Transport Plan proposes a common
strategy for the four neighbouring countries of Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Russia. The expert group has
conducted strategic studies on the need for transport
infrastructure in the High North. The studies and plans
focus on national priorities, but also emphasise the need
for a joint Barents approach to planning future transport
solutions in the region. The countries have agreed on certain
road and rail corridors across the region to be developed in
anticipation of the surge in mining activities.
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Minimising impact on people and the environment
Inhabitants across northern Scandinavia stand to be
affected by the mining boom. The sustainability of an
expanding Arctic mining industry depends on creating a
constructive dialogue among the stakeholders and protecting and respecting both the local population
and the environment in which they live.
“Our work is aimed at creating a sustainable
means of mining iron ore and transporting it over
long distances with as little impact on people and
the environment as possible,” says Christer Wikberg,
Senior Director of the North Division at Ramboll and
a specialist in railway engineering.
Railway the preferred option
A newcomer to the iron ore mining business, Northland Resources has taken its first steps into the rapidly
changing mining landscape of Arctic Sweden. In Narvik,
Norway, the company has invested in railways, a tipping
station, a new terminal and ship-loading facilities. It has
also contributed EUR 125,000 to upgrading the 160-km
country road stretching from its mine in Kaunisvaara,
Sweden, to Svappavaara near Kiruna, as the road requires reinforcing, to bear the weight of the heavy trucks
travelling on it.

Monopoly has been broken
For 130 years, the Swedish state-owned mining company
LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag) has been the
sole operator of iron ore mines in Kiruna, Sweden’s historical
mining town in the northernmost reaches of Sweden.
However, the state no longer holds a monopoly, and in 2011
the private company Northland Resources opened its own
iron ore mine in Swedish Kaunisvaara on the Finnish border.
Growing market demand is spurring private companies to
investigate the possibilities of extracting the high-quality
iron ore locked inside the Arctic Circle.

Ideally, the company would prefer a railway all the
way to Narvik, as financially and environmentally this
is a more viable solution, and railway investments are
traditionally public matters in Scandinavia. However, the
company is paying Norwegian authorities a heavy load
tax to use the railway as a means of transporting and
thus meeting demand for the high-quality iron ore.

Public-private partnership (PPP)
a potential financial model
Sweden does not look to be investing in railway
construction any time soon. Last winter the Swedish
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Stakeholder
dialogue is
crucial

M

any Saami herd reindeer, and need large tracts
of land to forage for food. The mines interfere
with the Saami’s reindeer herding tradition. By law
in Sweden, Norway and Finland, this impact on the
reindeer business must be assessed every time a
new project is developed.
“At Ramboll we go to great lengths in every
project to integrate the need to compensate local
populations for the impacts they experience,” Nils
Arne Johnsen, Arctic Director at Ramboll, explains.
“Creating positive and sustainable development
in local towns and societies, such as more education
options, has to be an aspect of our involvement, so
that people feel there are pluses to compensate for
the minuses,” Nils Arne Johnsen says.

Iron ore production in Kiruna, Sweden, is by far the largest in
Europe and constitutes 4.5% of all iron ore production globally.

Round
table

A select audience of NGOs,
industry and governmental agencies
will be exploring the potential of the
Joint Barents Transport Plan at a round
table meeting in Oulu, Finland,
in December 2014.
For more information, contact
Nils-Arne Johnsen, Arctic Director,
Ramboll, or visit
www.ramboll.com/events

government declined to invest in a new railway
between Kaunisvaara and Svappavaara. “Financing is
a challenge, and it is even more difficult to find funding
through national government budgets when projects
cross borders. “Every nation has its own systems for such
planning and financing, and coordinating three states’
systems is very time consuming,” says Nils Arne Johnsen.
Based on Ramboll’s experience in uniting private business and public administration, an Arctic publicprivate partnership model is being proposed. “I believe
this will enable us to realise some of the planned
projects,” says Nils Arne Johnsen.

This would strengthen the cooperation needed to realise
major infrastructure investments. It would be the first
PPP to be established in the Arctic.
The prospects are promising according to Torbjørn
Naimak, although each country will have to implement
its own specific infrastructure projects. As the new
Chairman of the Joint Barents Transport Plan, Finland
currently has the baton.
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SLIM STEEL
teletowers
MINIMISE CARBON
FOOTPRINT

Expansion of mobile networks
requires a large number of
teletowers, and as a whole
the industry contributes to
the total CO2 emission with
some 2-3%. This figure is not
significant, but it is still too
high. The main contribution to
the carbon footprint of a telecommunication tower comes
from the construction of the
steel tower and the reinforced
concrete foundation. Ramboll
has found a way to contribute to the reduction of CO2
emission on the towers and
their foundations with a special
tower design where circular
steel tubes are used in all elements.

Steel tubes reduce wind
resistance
Telecommunication operators
have been focussed on costs
only. However, with the current
global focus on resources and
climate change, many operators are challenged to incorporate environmental concerns
in their operations and obtain
a greener profile; this means
that finding ways to reduce
CO2 emissions is high on the
agenda for many operators

worldwide.
The special steel construction
combined with a triangular
cross-section reduces the
wind resistance on the tower
as tubes are the optimal steel
profile for the tower elements,
With the reduced wind load
on the tower, the foundation
also requires less material than
traditional towers.
Many areas within the establishment and the operation of
mobile networks require energy
and resources. A major source
of emission is the energy required to operate mobile base
stations, including the cooling
system. In remote regions with
unstable electricity grids, the base stations are
typically supplied with electricity from diesel generators.
Apart from the direct pollution
that the generators emit, this
power supply also means that
diesel needs to be carried to
the many remote sites – contributing to further emissions.
Source: Ulrik Støttrup Andersen,
Technical Director Wind & Tower,
Ramboll Energy and Chairman of the
Danish Steel Institute

40%
weight
reduction

The total steel weight
of the Ramboll tower is
typically 40% lower than
a traditional tower
built in angle bars
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Kreod Pavilion, London: Ramboll developed a
new overall geometric concept that is optimised
for digital fabrication and simple connections.

GETTING MORE
FROM LESS
Design optimisation

Optimised design helps reduce
resource use in the global building
industry, ultimately providing us
with smarter and more sustainable
solutions. Get the experts’ take on
some of today’s developments in
tomorrow’s lifecycle design
By Louise Kibsgaard Bech

M

ore people mean more pressure on resources.
Urban environments are expanding
everywhere, generating an urgent need
to create urban project designs based on
minimum resource use and maximum recycling.
Whether we use a masterplan to shape a new city or
refurbish an old building, we have the means at hand to
save resources by optimising design. In short, we simply
need to build smarter.

Design for life
Good design takes resource scarcity into account. And
the reuse of materials by combining new technology and
creative thinking is a cornerstone of design optimisation. Innovative technological advances and intensified
knowledge-sharing between architects, engineers and
customers will make reducing, recycling and reusing materials easier and more cost-effective, according to Lars
Ostenfeld Riemann, Group Market Director of Buildings
at Ramboll:
“We’re constantly seeking innovative solutions and
sustainable products that offer higher coefficients of utilisation and enable us to extend the lifetime of a building
or an area with a minimum of resources. Sometimes it’s
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Lifecycle
design booms

O

ptimised and more sustainable design
offers unbeatable, long-term advantages.
Technological advances and new avenues for costeffective, sustainable reuse are putting
tomorrow’s optimised design solutions on the right
course.
Kasper Guldager Jørgensen from GXN, an internal division of Danish architectural practice 3XN,
is working to find greener solutions in the building
industry. He has seen lifecycle design develop into a
thriving business.
“For instance, we’re seeing a boom in new technology and suppliers that focus on designing for
disassembly. Today we are gaining momentum from
the fact that the earth has limited resources. Working with lifecycle design and a circular economy is
the key to the future – not only environmentally and
ethically, but also because it simply makes good
business sense.”
A lot of work has yet to be done to step up recycling, and progress depends on cooperation from all
sides of the industry.
“By redefining the way we design for disassembly, our view of recycling, and our cooperation with
demolition companies, we shift the industry towards
working in circular business models where everything is a resource. This is the key to tomorrow’s
building industry,” says Kasper Guldager Jørgensen.

a matter of optimising the form of a building to a more
efficient shape, or suggesting alternative materials for a
better and more sustainable design that ensures materials are
decomposed and then recycled,” he says.
As part of this industry, the Ramboll Computational
Design team in the UK works solely on using digital
intelligence to create more optimised, buildable and sustainable structures than would have been possible using
traditional engineering techniques.
For the Milan Expo 2015, architects designed the
Vanke Pavilion with more than 100 different types of
tiles in a highly complex, curved design that cost a great
deal to produce. Advanced techniques with computational design made it possible to generate the layout and
reduce the number of tiles to just five different types, a
solution that significantly lowered project costs.

Flexible design extends lifetime of buildings
Optimising resources also means looking at design with
fresh eyes. A building should be designed with a flexibility that, if needed, lets it be transformed for other
functions. To this end, the design should include several
disassembly strategies.

Vanke Pavilion for the 2015 Milan Expo.
Visualisation: Vingtsix, Studio Daniel Libeskind.

“If we design every building with more than one purpose in mind, we extend its lifetime. Take sports arenas,
for example. In the past, sports arenas were built with
limited functionality in mind, for instance an ice hockey
rink or a football field. But today we build multi-arenas
that can be transformed for many different purposes,
whether indoor or outdoor sports, concerts, fairs or
other events. So, instead of building several venues for
different purposes, we only need to build one highly
flexible facility,” explains Lars Ostenfeld Riemann.

Let lifetime analysis determine choice of materials
Whether a project involves building a brand-new facility
or refurbishing an existing one, a key consideration is to
determine how to use more recycled building materials
to save resources. Performing a lifetime analysis of the
building project and its functions is the best strategy
for making this determination and actually seeing the
project from a different perspective.
“Recycling building materials requires that the various
components can be easily disassembled. From a socioeconomic standpoint, recycling all materials can be a
costly affair, especially in cases involving chemicals or
other non-recyclable components like the PCB
embedded in cement-based products. Analysing the lifetime expectancy of the specific project helps us choose
the materials best-suited for each function,”
explains Hanne Tine Ring Hansen, PhD and
Sustainability Expert at Ramboll.
In the Nordic countries, the expected lifetime of
buildings is usually more than 75 years. The load-bearing
structures of the building must be built in a very robust
material like concrete or steel, while other elements of
the building, such as the building envelope, can be con-
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Sustainable building
excellence in Dubai

D

Hanne Tine Ring,
PhD and Sustainability Expert
at Ramboll.

“Analysing the life
expectancy of the
specific project
helps us choose the materials
best-suited for each function.”

structed in materials with low environmental impact
or a high degree of recyclable content, such as wood,
steel, and glass.
Insulation materials should be organic because windows and insulation have to be replaced after about 30
years. Technological developments mean that building
installations usually have a life expectancy of 10 to 15
years.
According to Hanne Tine Ring Hansen, the way
forward is to increase methodological awareness and
learn from international certification practices such as
Cradle to Cradle, LEED, BREEAM and DGNB.

Technological breakthrough for minimising steel use
While steel remains a preferred material for structures,
it is still an expensive resource. In the quest for a way to
limit the amount of expensive reinforcement steel used
to carry structural loads, Ramboll has spearheaded a

uring its building boom in the 2000s, Dubai
became a city renowned for its emblematic
high-rises, iconic hotels and man-made islands, to
name a few. However, with the rise of Dubai came
the need to focus future designs on more environmentally friendly and sustainable solutions in this
desert state where no one can live for long without
air conditioning and desalinated water.
The Change Initiative (TCI), a 4,000-m2 nonprofit organisation and retail store for sustainable living solutions, has set the ambitious goal
of designing a fully sustainable building. In 2013,
the building received an unprecedented 107 out of
110 available credits under the LEED Commercial
Interiors (LEED CI) rating system, thus gaining the
prestigious label as one of the world’s most sustainable buildings.
“The TCI building showcases how to adopt as
many sustainable solutions as possible in the design and demonstrates that even challenging LEED
credits are doable. It’s an inspiration for future
building projects in the region and abroad,” says Dr
Waleed Yagoub, Principal Sustainability Engineer
at Ramboll.
Some of the sustainable solutions include photovoltaic panel installations that supply electricity to
the building, solar thermal collectors for heating water, solar lighting tubes to maximise natural daylight
in the interior spaces and effective initiatives for
saving water, such as flow tabs and low-flush toilets.
Measures to ensure that the building consumes less
energy include LED lighting, good thermal insulation and an adiabatic cooling technique to pre-cool
the condenser in the air conditioning system.

technological breakthrough in the construction industry,
developing a software tool designed to optimise design
with millions of design parameters. The tool is especially
suited for calculating pre-cast concrete structures.
“The tool will help us calculate concrete structures
with much more refinement than today. This will ultimately help minimise the amount of reinforcement steel
needed in most building projects, thus contributing to
a more sustainable building process as well as lowering
production costs,” explains Kasper Paaske Larsen, PhD
and Structural Engineer, Ramboll.
The software is based on well-known construction
theories, but with the computer power available today and the wide range of parameters integrated, the
team was able to develop the first commercially viable
method, expected to be ready by the end of 2015.
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Polarled, the world’s largest 481 km pipeline, will
be installed on an extremely uneven seabed at
approx. 1300 metres.

Scarcity
triggers
innovation

27
Innovation & technology

The shortage of resources is a global
megatrend that demands creative solutions,
pushing the boundaries of the possible. In
the Arctic Circle, an innovative, safe and
profitable deep-water pipeline between gasrich areas in the Norwegian Sea and Europe
will be crucial to securing future energy
supply.
By Kristine Barenholdt Bruun & Jesper Toft Madsen

H

ow do you build a Lego house if you are
running out of bricks? You get creative.
On a slightly bigger scale, securing future
energy supply represents a tremendous, yet
similar challenge. We have to search longer and farther
to find natural resources and use them more flexibly.
And the pressing need for cost-efficiency only reinforces
the need for inventive minds that can develop new techniques.
The coming Polarled pipeline deep down in the Norwegian Sea demonstrates just how Europe’s growing
energy scarcity has combined with the extreme conditions of the Arctic to spark an innovative solution. As old
gas fields become depleted, the new pipeline can secure
the continent’s future gas supply by transporting energy
resources from remote areas.
In 2012 alone, 12 new gas fields were discovered in
the Norwegian Sea, spurring optimism that the region’s
inherent potential could secure the European energy
supply for many years to come.

World’s largest deep-water pipeline
The 481-km Polarled pipeline will be the first step in developing the new gas region and, as such, the backbone
of future connections. The 36" pipeline is the world’s
first of its size to be built at water depths reaching 1,300
metres. The cost-effectiveness of transporting gas depends on the size and length of the pipeline, and at such
depths, this poses a challenge that calls for innovative
thinking. Statoil ASA, the owner of the Polarled project,
has engaged Ramboll’s specialists to design the pipeline.
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Polarled Pipeline Project
• The Polarled Pipeline Project comprises a 36", 481 km
gas transmission pipeline from the Aasta Hansteen field,
located in the Norwegian Sea, to the Nyhamna gas facility
in western Norway.
• A pipeline to the Barents Sea is expected to be a natural
expansion of the Polarled pipeline, potentially adding
another 1,000 km.
• Ramboll’s work encompasses FEED, detailed design, route
optimisation, pipeline tie-in, geotechnical foundation
design, risk and safety, environmental impact assessment
(EIA) and interface coordination.
• Project period: 2013–2016
• Budget: NOK 25 billion

The world’s largest installation vessel, Solitaire, will
be installing the 36" Polarled pipeline in 2015.

“If we want to make transporting gas cost-effective, we
need to have as much gas running through the pipelines
as possible. In deep water, the extreme external pressure
makes the largest pipelines difficult to use,” says
Per Jørgensen, Senior Director at Ramboll Oil & Gas.

Technology as inaccessible as the gas
So how do you build a large and cost-effective pipeline
at such extreme water depths?
It takes highly demanding technical optimisation and
advanced technology to reach the hard-to-access gas
resources. But only a few engineers possess the knowhow needed to design a subsea project of this scale
and complexity. To meet the challenge, specialists have
developed new models for assessing complicated 3D
design.
Ramboll Project Manager Lars Eriksen explains:
“The project size offers huge possibilities for optimising
the various technical solutions. In particular, we have
developed finite element models for assessing very complicated 3D designs. The models give us an exceptional
understanding of the true physical behaviour of the
pipeline, thus enabling us to optimise its design.”
Ongoing innovation of software solutions
Ramboll is constantly developing new software
tools to model the complexities of the Polarled pipeline
and streamline its design. One such tool under develop-

ment will determine the fatigue life of the free-spanning
pipeline, as the pipeline has to run through rough, uneven seabed terrain. The tool will use ANSYS to analyse
Eigen frequency and Mathlab to classify Eigen frequency
and calculate hydrodynamic loading and fatigue.
“The investment made in developing these tools
in-house will become extremely valuable in future
projects, as we can activate them on new projects, too.
You simply cannot buy these tools on the market. They
will enable the fast execution of projects in a wide array
of design disciplines,” says Kristoffer Bergholt, Project
Engineering Manager and Team Leader in the Pipelines
& Subsea.
The software tools enabled the team to deliver a
comprehensive Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) to
Statoil, who will use it as an example for future projects
to follow.
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The world is
thirsty for
integrated water
management
Some people thirst while others
drown. Climate changes are
increasing the imbalance of water
resources, and fresh and clean
water cannot be taken for granted.
According to experts, we need
efficient, integrated water
management if water is to become
more universally accessible.
By Martin Zoffmann

T

he world population is increasing at a rate of 80
million people a year, and with it the demand for
clean fresh water. Meanwhile, climate changes
are creating greater imbalances in water
allocation, with some regions suffering from drought and
others from record cloudbursts and rainfalls.
The world's water resources require firm management, but how do we delegate the task of practising
more efficient water management on a global scale?
"Equitable, optimal and sustainable management
of water resources demands an integrated approach,
coordinated action and the sharing of responsibilities by
the various tiers of government," says Benedito Braga.
He is a Brazilian professor of civil and environmental engineering and President of the World Water Council, an
international multi-stakeholder platform that counts the
UN, the World Bank and the African Development Bank
among its more than 300 members.
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WORLD-LEADING
GROUNDWATER MAPPING

T

he Danish National Groundwater Mapping Programme
is essential to Denmark’s drive
to secure clean, safe and fresh
water. In Denmark the drinking
water supply is based entirely on
groundwater, which makes the
availability of and accessibility to
groundwater resources of paramount importance.
Safe water fovr future generations
Denmark’s groundwater became
increasingly polluted over the
course of the 20th century. So in
1999 the Danish National Groundwater Mapping Programme was
initiated to combat the problem.

The Danish Ministry of the
Environment administrates the
programme, which calls for
detailed groundwater mapping of
Particularly Valuable Groundwater
Abstraction Areas, which comprise
40% of Denmark's land mass. The
local authorities are responsible
for resource protection and planning and apply the findings of the
comprehensive hydrogeological
mapping projects to their work.

Cross-discipline effort
The groundwater mapping has
been a longstanding political
priority and has made Denmark a
leader in the field, among

According to Prof. Braga, a new and consistent approach
is the key to meeting local and regional water demand
and to assuring the implementation of measures that
enable us to mitigate and adapt to global changes.
"Water security should be made an even higher
national and international policy priority, based on the
principle that water resources must be allocated in a
reasonable and equitable manner. Furthermore, local
and regional planning and design need to be much more
water-sensitive," says Benedito Braga.

Smart water and more collaboration
Kai Vakkila heads the water management unit at
Ramboll Finland and has more than 20 years’ experience
from working on water-related projects. He agrees that
a better-integrated approach to water management is
needed – both at the various government levels and
in the services and solutions provided by companies
like Ramboll.
"Water management is an extremely complex
concept that can’t be reduced to a single service or
solution. Most societies need to map and measure their
water resources, streamline their utilities and purifying
plants, reduce wastewater and take initiatives to save
as much water as possible – while also taking the
necessary steps to avert the overly adverse impacts of
climate change," says Kai Vakkila.
"In many cases, all or many of these activities are interrelated and call for sophisticated overall planning that
take socioeconomic, environmental and technical factors
into account."

other things due to the use of
sophisticated technology. Ramboll
has reinforced this position by
providing a unique team of
geologists, geophysicists,
hydrologists and civil engineers
who have helped map the
country’s groundwater for more
than a decade now.
Water consumers finance the
mapping programme by paying
EUR 0.04 per m3 of water
consumed. The programme is
slated for completion by the
end of 2015.

2.3
billion

Between 1990 and
2012, 2.3 billion people
gained access to
improved drinking
water sources.
Source: UN

Kai Vakkila believes that more open processes between
public organisations like utilities, private consultancies
and academia offer one way of responding to these
interlinked, highly complex challenges:
"In Finland, we’re currently working on an interesting
project regarding water as energy. We’re engaged in an
extremely productive cooperation with both waterworks
and a university. I think we should use this approach
more often as a means of coping with our common
challenges, so this could stand as an open invitation to
public organisations and universities the world over,"
says Kai Vakkila, adding:
"Moreover, we should all put greater focus on
how to use the latest water management technology.
We’ve talked about 'smart cities' for years, and now
we’ve begun talking about 'smart water'. If we use the
technology right, we could revolutionise the way we
manage water, designing innovative water solutions
that meet the needs of tomorrow’s cities."
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SECURING SAFE DRINKING
WATER IN BANGLADESH

I

n Bangladesh, high levels of naturally occurring arsenic have been
found in the groundwater, undermining the country’s decade-long
success with supplying 97% of
its population with safe drinking
water. 30-70 million people are
at risk, since the harmful effects
of arsenic only show up decades
after the actual poisoning occurs.
In some parts of Bangladesh,
local drillers are targeting groundwater assumed to be safe on the
basis of local sediment colour and
water texture. Apparently, red
sediments are low in arsenic and
may function as a natural arsenic
filter, having a high content of

iron-oxyhydroxides (rust) that can
adsorb mobilised arsenic.
This solution has been scientifically verified as viable. The objective is to validate the method’s
long-term sustainability. Over time,
arsenic may contaminate clean
water from the red sediments if
water from higher layers flows
downwards.

Predictive groundwater
simulations
The study area, 60 km SE of
Dhaka, is among the most arsenicaffected districts in the world.
Using data from ongoing field
and laboratory research, Ramboll

will run predictive groundwater
simulations aimed to ascertain
the sustainability of the targeted
groundwater-bearing sediments.
Local authorities can then incorporate the results in their water
safety plans.
The project collaborates with a
MISTRA-funded project managed
by the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Dhaka University,
NGO Forum for Drinking Water
and Sanitation, Bangladesh.

q&a

Five questions to Benedito Braga
president of the World Water Council

1

Why is it so important to focus on water
management?
If we want to achieve
green growth and if we
want to reduce poverty in
the world, water plays a
crucial role. However, we
should not only talk about
securing access to water
but go beyond that and think of water as a pivotal
engine for development in general. Water is crucial for
production, transport, and furthermore, water can become an even more important source of energy than
it already is today. Therefore, efficient and innovative
water management is crucial in order to create positive development on a global scale.

2

Do you see a burning platform?
Yes, to some extent I do. Some people say the
wars of the future will be about water and not oil.
That water is the oil of the future. But if we have the
right policies for e.g. managing the trans- boundary
rivers correctly, there will be no wars. However, if we
do not start early, we may face a bad situation.

3

How can we reach a critical mass to
conserve water and to comprehend it?
Well, I think that to be able to comprehend the whole
water issue, you have to have experienced the problem – the lack of it, too much of it. On certain continents, the problems are more felt than on
others but in order to reach a critical mass and
catalyse change, we have to have the help of the
media.

4

So how do we achieve
more media awareness on water?
We now see a tendency of the media to report on
water’s cross-cutting character through many needs
such as energy, food production and health. In 2015,
when we are organising the 7th World Water Forum
in Daegu-Gyeongbuk in Korea, we will be invite the
media to a forum to discuss how to best reach out to
the public at large. Shifting from sensational reporting on water wars to calls for action on how to secure
the future is one of our main aims for the media right
now.

5

Are you a pessimist or optimist
regarding the future of water?
If we get the right policies in place, there will be no
dark future in the water sector. There is enough water.
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Singapore
– a model city
for water
management

T

oday, Singapore stands among the world's major
commercial hubs, boasting the fourth-biggest
financial centre and one of the five busiest
ports globally.
From a fledging nation with limited land to collect
and store rainwater, Singapore has come a long way
in grappling with challenges like water shortages,
pollution and widespread flooding in the 60s and 70s.
Rather than simply live with adversity, Singapore's
government has turned the island’s vulnerabilities into
strengths through an integrated and holistic approach
to water management, and investments in research
and development, thereby also earning international
recognition as a model city for water management and
a global hydrohub.
For example, Singapore’s national water agency, PUB,
has built a robust and diversified water supply from
four different sources known as the Four National Taps.
These taps are local catchment water, imported water,
desalinated water, and highly purified reclaimed water,
branded NEWater. The plan is to become independent
from imported water in 2061 and both NEWater and
desalinated water augment Singapore's water supply,
making the city-state more resilient to weather
variability.

Water as an urban driver
The NEWater system is designed to treat and purify
wastewater, primarily for use in industrial processes and
recently also as supplement to the drinking water supply.
The PUB has also launched the 'ABC Waters
Programme' (Active, Beautiful, Clean Waters) which will
transform Singapore’s reservoirs and water bodies into
clean streams, rivers and lakes. It was initiated in 2006
and in 2011 Atelier Dreiseitl, member of the Ramboll
Group, was appointed chief master planner for the
second phase of the project, which will be rolled out
over the next five years.
In 2012 a large project was finalised with the Kallang
River renaturalisation within the Bishan Park. In 2012,
“Kallang River @ Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park” – a flagship
project under the ABC Waters Programme – was

Between 1990 and 2012, 2.3 billion
people gained access to improved

748
million

In 2012, 748 million
people remained
without access to an
improved source of
drinking water.
Source: UN

completed. This project has transformed a concrete
canal into a naturalised river that is integrated with the
park. “The ABC Waters Programme sees water as a
driver for revitalising the city. Its aim is to turn Singapore
into a ‘City of Gardens and Water’ and essentially, it will
bring people closer to the water,” says Khoo Teng Chye,
who is Executive Director of the Centre for Liveable
Cities in Singapore and former Chief Executive of
Singapore's National Water Agency, PUB.
“We have provided a framework for an integrated
planning process, where on each level multidisciplinary
teams collaborate creatively among themselves and
with the various government departments and
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Above: Kallang River @
Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park.
Left: JTC CleanTech Park,
the first business park set in
a tropical rainforest.

stakeholder groups involved. This is not just a good
‘idea’ but is being put into practice and can be seen in
outstanding projects such as the river restoration
in Bishan Park designed by Atelier Dreiseitl.”

The first business park in a tropical rainforest
Atelier Dreiseitl has also carried out other large projects
in Singapore. One of these projects, the JTC CleanTech
Park, has become the first business park set in a
tropical rainforest and has played an important role in
spearheading Singapore's efforts to lead the global
thrust towards sustainability.

This business park project retains the park’s natural
topography and uses natural water elements to underpin
the existing water flowing through the park. Bio-swales
purify rainwater, while also channelling it from roadside
drains into a central core, where it is stored in a swamp
and circulated through a cleansing biotope for further
purification before being reused for toilet flushing.
If all of these initiatives had not been taken,
Singapore would presumably not be able to continue
its impressive development. But now, Singapore is on
an inspiring track, turning its water challenges into
strengths, an ambition that Ramboll is helping the
city-state to achieve.
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Phosphorus
a vital but rare
resource

Phosphorus

Plants need phosphorus
to grow and phosphorus
is necessary for the food
production.

Phosphorus is an age-old resource
and a vital nutrient for plants, animals and humans. Without phosphorus, life would simply not exist.
Currently, most of the world’s
phosphorus resources simply go
to waste, excreted through human
and animal faeces and ending up
in waste incinerators and sewage
plants.
An ambitious science project conducted jointly by Ramboll, the University of Southern Denmark and
the Technical University of Denmark aims to provide a solution for
efficiently recovering phosphorus

from the ashes remaining after
phosphorus biomasses are incinerated.

Resource challenges
Scientists predict that the phosphorus mined for agricultural
fertilisers will run out in 48 to 235
years . If they are right, the world
is facing a food cataclysm, phosphorus being the main ingredient
of modern fertilisers. Since 85% of
all phosphorus mined today goes
to farming, this prediction sent the
price of raw phosphorus soaring
in 2007.

Reusing Phosphorus
If the project group develops a
method for creating high-quality
phosphorous resembling the expensively mined raw phosphorus,
farmers the world over will be able
to substitute the recycled product
for the raw phosphorus now used
to produce fertilisers and other
phosphorus-containing products.
Source: Chemical Engineer Anita Rye
Ottesen, Water & Environment, Ramboll
Denmark
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Taking waste
to the next
level
Today, waste is gaining evergreater standing as a valuable
resource. Advanced facilities are
turning waste into energy, and new
production materials are emerging
from sophisticated reutilisation
processes. However, if resource
circularity should be taken to the
next level, a range of administrative
and social factors should also be
taken into account.
By Martin Zoffmann

W

e’ve seen the news, and we know the
facts: The world population is rising, we all
generate too much waste, and the earth is
choking on the mounting piles of rubbish.
Fortunately, there is some light in this gloomy picture.
In many countries, people have started treating waste
more as a resource than a problem – and politicians and
economists have begun focusing greater attention on
the idea of a circular economy.
Janez Potočnik, now a former European Commissioner for the Environment, is a keen advocate of the
concept. For four years as a commissioner, he worked
hard to implement the model in the EU member countries, launching a package of proposals, giving Europe a
more circular economy.
“A circular economy that exploits waste potential is
a concept gaining relevance as we strive to find innovative ways of better managing the limited resources on
which we all depend. Currently, we’re living with linear
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3 Ramboll wasteas-a-resource
projects
For more than 50 years, Ramboll has
worked on a wide range of waste- and
resource-related projects around the
world, including conducting strategic
planning, developing original waste
solutions and establishing waste-toenergy (WtE) facilities.

Zero waste in Chicaco
Chicago is taking American urban development in a brand-new direction. The Chicago Lakeside project is based on the vision that future
generations will live in cities focused on liveability and sustainability.
Ramboll has devised a design concept for sustainable energy, water
and waste management. Chicago is aiming for a state of “zero waste
and the project has set a target of 70% recycling and 30% recovery.
Ramboll has outlined designs for a three-stream system for separating
and collecting waste as well as for a local civic amenity site for bulk,
electronic, garden, hazardous and construction waste.

economic systems inherited from the 19th century. If
we want to compete, we have to get the most out of
our resources, and that means recycling them back into
productive use, not burying them in landfills as waste,”
says Janez Potočnik.

Clear ownership a must
Neel Strøbæk, Group Director, Ramboll’s Division for Water and Environment, affirms that European politicians
are aiming towards a more circular economy. However,
she also stresses that people, governments and companies are still far from discarding the linear economy
model. Aspirations to enhance circularity need to be followed by detailed, carefully thought-out regulation – at
the local, regional and national levels.
“The decent standards for reuse, recycling and wasteto-energy conversion in some countries or regions
are primarily due to detailed regulation and long-term

awareness-raising,” says Neel Strøbæk, underlining that
regulations should aim to encourage, not strangle, private initiatives and investments:
“The maximum use of waste as a resource requires
clear rules and scope for private initiative. For example,
explicit rules regarding waste ownership must be made.
When waste ownership and final destination are unclear
– which is actually the case in some countries – you
can’t expect people to invest in ventures like new waste
processing facilities, because they can’t be certain of the
amount and quality of waste received for treatment.”

New jobs
In early July 2014, the European Commission adopted
proposals to turn Europe into a more circular economy
and boost recycling in the EU member states. The plans
call on Europeans to recycle 70% of municipal waste
and 80% of packaging waste by 2030, as well as to ban
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Waste-to-energy facility in Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates
To meet the objectives of the Abu Dhabi Vision 2030,
the United Arab Emirates has decided to build its first
WtE facility in the capital. The new facility will reduce
CO2 emissions by more than 1.5 million tonnes per year,
supply more than 20,000 households with electricity
and play a key role in achieving the city’s 80% landfill
diversion target. The Abu Dhabi National Energy
Company (TAQA) has set out to develop a world-class
waste management system and build up a WtE knowledge base. To maximise resource recovery, the new
WtE facility also allows metals to be recycled and residual ashes to be reused in the local construction industry.

the burying of recyclable waste in landfills as of 2025.
According to EU calculations, achieving these new waste
targets would create 180,000 new jobs.
Jørgen Bøg Jørgensen, Principal Engineer at
Ramboll, has accumulated experience from many waste
and resource projects around the world. In his opinion,
further job creation is possible, but he also warns against
expecting that greater reuse, recycling or more wasteto-energy facilities will automatically raise employment
rates in low-income areas.

Shadow economies
The existence of shadow economies, where people scavenge recyclable materials for a living, masks the actual
number of people already working in waste management.
“New and better jobs can be created, both in the
waste management sector and in manufacturing companies that need to comply with new requirements and

Multifunctional waste-to-energy facility
in Copenhagen
Copenhill, as Denmark’s new WtE facility in
Copenhagen is called, serves a dual purpose as a
combined heat and power (CHP) production plant
and a recreational area for Copenhageners. The
facility will have a total net energy-efficiency rate of
107%, among the world’s highest for a WtE facility,
and will supply low-carbon electricity to 550,000
people as well as heat to 140,000 households in
Greater Copenhagen. Optimal resource management
is a key topic in waste management. The incineration
process at the Copenhill facility provides the
opportunity to recycle materials by recovering
resources that would not otherwise be recycled.
Ramboll Energy is providing consultancy on the
mechanical and electrical equipment for the new
facility. The rooftop of the facility envisioned as a
ski slope will be open to the general public.

25-55%

of all waste generated in large
cities is collected by municipal
authorities.
Source: the United Nations Centre
for Human Settlements.

regulations. For example, companies might need to
hire more engineers and designers to develop products
whose ‘afterlives’ have been carefully evaluated before
being produced. That said, we must understand that
the waste and resource sector already engages a lot of
people, especially in countries with a wide gap between
rich and poor – and often many more than stated in the
official statistics,” says Jørgen Bøg Jørgensen, citing an
interesting example from a current Ramboll project:
“As part of a large city development project in the
city of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia, we’re currently
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The amount of waste is piling up
• On a global scale, the amount of municipal solid waste
(MSW) consisting of everyday items discarded by the
public is growing at a rate even faster than urbanisation.
• In 2002, 2.9 billion people lived in urban areas and
generated about 0.64 kg of MSW, or rubbish, per person
per day (0.68 billion tonnes annually).
• Today, we number around 3 billion urban residents
worldwide generating 1.2 kg MSW per person per day (1.3
billion tonnes per year).
• By 2025, this figure will likely increase to 4.3 billion urban
residents, with each person generating about 1.42 kg MSW
daily (2.2 billion tonnes per year).
Source: The World Bank 2012

A new waste collection system is being
developed in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

helping the city council to develop a new waste collection system. In our preliminary research, we explored the
existing waste and recycling activities. We encountered
a finely meshed, unauthorised system where scavengers
would pick up high-quality cardboard boxes from shops,
have small groups of women flatten and bundle the
cardboard, and then sell the bundles to private haulage
contractors who in turn would sell the cardboard to a
local factory that produces vast amounts of cardboard
from recycled materials.”
He concludes that in a sector filled with underground
systems like this one, further regulation and investment
should incorporate the energy and creativity from the
existing unauthorised activities.
“As consultants, we must always be sure to include
not only economic and environmental perspectives but
also social perspectives in our services. Otherwise, we
won’t reach the ambitious goals set by our clients and
political decision-makers.”

5 million

More than five million people die
each year from diseases related to
inadequate waste disposal systems.
Source: The UN Development
Programme (UNDP)

Toxic and
hazardous

Industrialised countries
generate more than 90% of the
world’s annual total of some 325-375
million tons of toxic and hazardous
waste.
Source: grdz.org
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Pushing
the limits
of timber
The built environment
produces a substantial percentage of the greenhouse
gases. To curb these emissions,
substantial changes are needed
in the way we design, construct
and operate our buildings.
Optimising the production and
use of timber offers a viable
means of building more sustainably.
Cross-laminated timber (CLT)
is an engineered wood product
consisting of multi-layers glued
at right angles to each other
to form exceptionally strong
wood panels. When fabricated
from a certified source and
with non-toxic glue, CLT is a
highly sustainable material,
taking only half the energy
needed to produce concrete
and a mere 1% of that needed
to manufacture steel. What is
more, the panels are prefabricated to specification offsite.
This means less on-site waste,
a quicker building schedule
and whole-life cost savings.

Research to elevate quality
Unfortunately, vast quantities
of sustainably managed plantation timber are deemed too
low in quality to meet structural building demands and are
therefore pulped. To improve
the performance of natural

timber, Ramboll has teamed up
with the universities of Bath
and Cambridge to conduct
research into how chemistry
can modify low-grade timber
for high-grade applications in
buildings.
Reducing operational carbon output in buildings is a
key goal: In the UK, buildings
currently account for 40% of
all carbon emissions, and the
British government has set a
zero carbon target for all new
buildings by 2019. To date, lean
design, research and construction with renewable and recycled materials have saved the
UK 60,000 tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2e) compared to more traditional forms
of construction.

Facts:
CO2e – or carbon dioxide
equivalent, is a standard unit
for measuring carbon footprints. It expresses the impact
of each greenhouse gas in
terms of the amount of CO2
required to generate the same
amount of heat.
Source: Oliver Neve, Senior Engineer,
Buildings and Design, Ramboll UK,
and Gavin White, Associate,
Buildings Ramboll UK.

60,000
tonnes

Amount of CO2e
reduced (UK only).
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